Unauthorized Self-Biography

A personal, honest, and humorous
portrayal of the artists life, this series of
intertwining, autobiographical anecdotes
are shared with the same ease as one would
do in an after-dinner chat among friends.
Nacho Casanovas stories are spontaneous
and funny, tender and realistic, painful and
sincere, revealing the experiences and
emotions of a young artist. From drinking
with his friends and details of his romantic
life to trying to make it as an artist, this
collection of graphic journal writing
presents a cohesive narrative that will
appeal to young urbanites and aspiring
artists. This work is in association with
Diabolo Ediciones.
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and historyinHerethe textis announced as The Unauthorized Biography ofMe, whereas the text or a metonymic
authorial self, for whose reading thetextual effects allow.
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